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The High Seas 

The high seas is the vast area of ocean which lies more than 200 miles offshore and is therefore 
beyond any national jurisdiction. In one way, it is owned by no-one, yet legally it is owned by every 

man, woman and child on the planet. It considered by the United Nations to be ‘the common heritage 
of mankind’. The high seas covers 40% of the Earth's surface. It plays a vital role in absorbing the 
heat from man-made climate change and in the provision of the oxygen we need to breathe. But a 

healthy and climate-resilient ocean requires an ocean filled with natural life. Protecting the 
biodiversity of these vast areas is therefore vital for the future of humanity. Yet it is being ravaged by 
industrial-scale fishing and deep-sea mining, including at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge’s “Lost City” – a 

field of underwater chimneys that scientists believe is where life on Earth began. In response to these 
threats, Blue Marine Foundation is working with NGOs, the UK government and the UN to help 

secure a legal treaty to protect nature in the high seas.

A N D R E A  H A M I LT O N



We are made from water, we come from water, and yet we know so little about what lies beneath our planet’s 
waves. This exhibition brings together the work of 35 artists whose practice reflects an ongoing connection to 

and observation of the ocean. They present a series of thought-provoking and intuitive works across a wide 
range of media from bronze sculptures and oil paintings to cyanotypes, photograms and LED light-based works, 

generously hosted by artist and BLUE ambassador Andrea Hamilton. These artists highlight our fundamental 
relationship to this most precious of elements: water. Many live in coastal towns, and create works in response 

to climate change and over fishing. Like BLUE, they have taught me so much about the ocean and given me 
renewed hope for the future through their tireless work.  I hope you find joy in what they do, and are reminded 

that together, we can find solutions.   -   Nico Kos Earle

Scientists, like artists, have a deep and often intuitive understanding of the natural world that comes from close and 
continued observation. What makes this show so exciting is not only how many insights are shared, despite the 

different approaches to subject matter, but that both inspire a greater love for our oceans. Together, they remind us 
that when you love something, your instinct is to protect it.

#1 AZADEH GHOTBI



A Z A D E H  
G H O T B I  # 1

‘My roots are from a parched land. An ingrained reverence for 
water as an invaluable, yet scarce resource, is instilled in me. 

Through this work I'd like to compel viewers to regard water with 
more respect. As the source of all life that's in peril, it's too often 

taken for granted, misused, and misunderstood. We 
have everything to lose if we don't change course and start 

conserving our water and protecting our oceans.’ 

Revolution, loss, exile, and the idiosyncrasies of being stateless yet 
feeling proud of one’s heritage marked the early part of my life. I left 
my country at an age when one is too young to fully comprehend the 
magnitude of the situation yet old enough to be scarred by its 
consequences. From one day to the next everything I knew, cared for, 
and took for granted was behind me - out of reach. A diminishing 
proportion of my life has been spent in my country of birth yet the 
feeling of kinship to it remains strong, like a rope that's been frayed 
yet defiantly holds its grip by some threads. The passing of time has 
only made me further appreciate and cherish the importance of 
history, roots and cultural ties. Diaspora, statelessness, transience, lack 
of continuity are my “normal”. However, I have found that such 
experience can bear unexpected gifts of strength, adaptability, 
empathy, and a heightened sense of observation. The cumulative 
effect of all this imparts and reflects itself upon my work. 
  
Azadeh was born in Iran and currently lives in London. Her work has 
been exhibited throughout Europe and the Middle East as well as 
New York and Washington DC.Previous Page 

#1 AQUA IN ABSENTIA, 2016   
four 40 x 40 cm panels  
Photographic paper on alu-dibond  
£2,300 



A N D R E A  
H A M I LT O N  # 2

‘I began this as a study of light reflections and refractions on the sea. My aim was 
simple: to record as many instances as possible where the sea and sky appeared as 
one colour...But the more I looked the deeper I went. This project heightened my 
sense of time, of it running out, but conversely this increased my awareness of the 

present. It changed everything.’ 

Hamilton’s new works, CHROMA currently showing at 127 Sloane Street, are created from an expansive 
photographic catalogue of seascapes called Seachroma: water and sky observed and shot in natural light over 
a 20-year period. Hamilton plays with the natural horizon line as a point of visual and mental focus, pulling us 
into a nexus of energy.  

Horizon Bursts are optical illusion collages comprised of slices of seascapes radiating like halos and echoing 
aspects of spiritual representation. In contrast Horizon Strips are layers: colours out of time spanning many 
years. Presented like strata, Hamilton challenges us to question how we view time – is it linear or compressed 
into moments? Both Bursts and Strips continue themes present in Hamilton’s earlier Water Works series, 
foregrounding both the symbolic power of the horizon and a sense of spiritual epiphany.  

While previous series have their roots in realism, Hamilton’s new work draws on abstraction and the Colour 
Field Painting movement. At the heart of this oeuvre is a completely new colour system: A Nomenclature of 
Seachroma, the first-ever library of natural sea colour, created entirely from raw, non-Photoshopped digital 
files. Borrowing the title from the 19th century guide Werner’s Nomenclature of Colours, Hamilton has sought 
to capture the maximum chromatic variation in one place, rigorously documenting the tonal changes of air, 
water and light, and capturing moments of transcendence: colours that resonate with the human soul.  

Over time these images – 16,000 and counting – began to constellate and resonate with each other, and now 
constitute a radiating body of work organised via colours. A Monochrome is where the sea and sky are the 
same colour, a rare phenomenon that follows from a foggy day or after a mistral. A Duochrome is defined as 
where the sea and sky fall into two perfect Sugimoto halves, redolent of Maria Lalic’s pigment studies but 
comprised entirely of raw captured light, while a Trichrome features sea and sky separated by a third band of 
colour on the horizon. Chroma is the culmination of an incredible exploration across time, reality, being and 
seeing.  

The works pose fundamental questions about perception and truth. Why do we perceive the world as linear 
when everything: the sun, earth, our eyes, is round? How can we claim that the horizon is a static reality when 
we each see a slightly different, personally unique horizon wherever we stand? Each image, minimal and pure 
in composition, asks us to look closer, not only at the universe but at ourselves, our interactions with nature, 
culture, philosophy, music and so much more. The Seachroma not only capture a moment in time but set up a 
resonance, one the 19th century mystic and writer Romain Rolland called the Oceanic Feeling: that incredible 
“sensation of eternity” when we all feel something bigger than ourselves.  

#2 HORIZON BURST  (BLUE)                        
Pigment prints on alu-dibond  

150 x 185 cm Edition of 6                                      
£5,760 



Blue Lagoon Scene 
No.-2-2013- 

Transparency in light-box 
26.3 x 39.3 in 67x100 cm 

£9,800 

Luminous-Icescape 
No.-2-2013- 

Transparency in light-box 
26.3 x 39.3 in 67 x 100 cm 

£9,800

Luminous-Icescape  
No.-3-2013- 

Transparency in light-box 
26.3 x 39.3 in 67 x 100 cm 

£9,800



Duochrome I - VI 
Pigment print on watercolour paper, cold 

pressed on alu-dibond 
84 x 59 cm Edition of 6     £2,600 each  
37 x 30 cm Edition of 50     £360 each 

Andrea Hamilton



A L I C E  W I L S O N  
# 3
‘The plaster pouring process I employ, is for filling voids in my 
paintings, which are then overlaid with images of our ocean. It 
seems such vast, incomprehensible, proportion of our planet 
that we are treating so poorly.’ 

Alice Wilson is an artist who disrupts the linear. Hyper awareness of 
how her mind is shaped by education, environment and cultural 
stereotypes, fuels her impulse to take it all apart. The story, the 
space, the walls, the doors, everything one might take for granted 
in any given space, is deconstructed and then reconfigured. Off 
cuts become a ladder that becomes a chair, which seeds a 
performance. Walls are rearranged, windows taken out and floated 
in space, sheds are turned inside out, doors unhinged, and sticks 
are collected. This demolition throws up materials - sticks, planks, 
cloth - which then seed new works. Raw surfaces ready to be 
painted or hammered or jammed together.  

After a residency in Aarhus, Denmark, supported by the British 
Council, her recent exhibitions include a solo show at DOLPH 
projects, and Recreational Grounds, a public intervention in a 
disused South London car park, curated by Fiona Grady and Tim 
Ralston, and a current solo show ISLAND at JGM Gallery.

#3 BS18 (Riis Skov)  
Construction Timber, Acrylic 
Paint, Plaster Oil Pastel and 

Photographic Transfer 
44 x 50 x 4.5cm 

£1950

BS15 (Bench) 
Construction Timber, Acrylic 
Paint, Plaster Oil Pastel and 

Photographic Transfer 
44 x 50 x 4.5cm 

£1950



A M Y  R O B S O N  
# 4

“To me, The Sea embodies the Romantic notion of presenting ‘the 
commonplace with significance, the ordinary with mystery, the 

familiar with the seemliness of the unfamiliar and the finite with the 
semblance of the infinite.” (Novalis, 1772-1801). 

  
‘The Sea rests on the knife edge between comfort, cliché and 

nostalgia on one hand and infinite, lost-forever finality on the other - 
sandy toes, buckets and spades and orangey-blue sunsets juxtaposed 
with ferocious ship-sinking storms and the possibility of a bottomless 
cold death. The horizon is the manifestation of this transcendence.’ 

Amy Robson is a British/American artist with a sustained commitment to 
painting as a medium to explore loss, disillusionment and contemporary 
collective anxiety. Through disjointed pictorial space and uncanny 
juxtapositions, her work considers discordant systems of power and 
control. Robson uses diverse and eclectic post-modern painterly tropes 
which emphasise the material, formal and art historical qualities of paint. 
Though rooted in the real world, the paintings push representational 
boundaries with bold colours, energetic brush marks and abject mash-
ups of historic and cultural references.  

Born the United States, Amy Robson has lived in the UK for over 20 
years. She holds a Master’s in Fine Art from Chelsea College of Arts 
(UAL) and was recently awarded a residency at PADA Studios in Lisbon, 
Portugal. Her work is held in private collections in Europe and the USA. 

#4 Annisquam - monochrome & Annisquam - blue  
Oil on canvas, framed 
51 x 61 cm each  
£2,250 each



A N G E L A  
PA L M E R  # 5

Mapping is at the core of Angela Palmer’s work, which gives it so much 
relevance to the theme of the high seas. Using MRI, CT and other 
scanning methods, she has adapted a technique to show objects 
floating as three-dimensional drawings in glass cubes. These include 
her brain, an Egyptian child mummy in the Ashmolean Museum and 
the head of the world’s most famous racehorse, Eclipse. She has 
recreated an area of space using Nasa data for the Kepler mission. 
Palmer’s most ambitious work is The Ghost Forest, an installation of 10 
mighty rainforest trees which she brought from a commercially logged 
virgin forest in Ghana, West Africa to Trafalgar Square in London, 
followed by Copenhagen during the world Climate Change summit. 

In Anthropocene (currently on show at 127 Sloane Street), she took our 
modern human age as a starting point and worked backwards, looking 
at what came before. Palmer sourced 16 rocks from every geological 
period spanning three billion years, tracing in a complete timeline the 
creation of England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland from their 
position near the South Pole to the present day. The final element in 
the geological spine is a rock-like structure in mirror-polished steel. It 
symbolises the Anthropocene, the new geological epoch reflecting the 
hand of man. Palmer says, ‘Its facets are intended mirrors to reflect the 
image of the onlooker: the creator of a new geological age.’ 

 

#5 LIFE JACKET 
Bronze, edition of 3,  
£37,000



C A R O L  
B R U T O N # 6

‘Throughout the year, I swim in the sea. My 
response to the urgency of protecting our 

oceans has resulted in these purest of water-
based series.’  

  
Carol's work highlights her fascination and concern with 
our most precious of elements: water.  Her pieces are 
reduced to the point of almost pure form, 
counterbalanced by strange, circular markings. These, 
depending on your viewpoint, might be salt crystals, 
cellular life or coloured lozenges of organic matter 
floating in the ocean. Pigments are set into the canvas 
using cold glass and up to 1,000 tiny brushes per 
painting, which can often induce a rather hypnotic state 
of mind. The light moves across the painting sculpture 
changing with every second of the day, again mimicking 
the ever-mesmerising patterns that water creates. 

#6 COSMIC ENERGY BLUE 
80 cms x 80 cms 

cold, glass, and pigments  
 £5,800



C L A R E  S M I T H  
# 7
‘Like many children, I spent happy times on the beach and 
remember the Lone Pine Hotel in Penang. In my mind, the 
sand there is spotless and the sea is the most wonderful 
blue. The adults sit and chat and the children play. Years 

later, the sand is not at all spotless, the sea is brown, 
churned up and full of sea snakes. Swimming has to be 
done in the hotel pool reserved for guests with rooms.  

Beaches are now places from which we look out to sea. 
The beach is an edge, the land is behind us, the sea is an 
ever moving but hard-to-cross border. With a boat, the 

sea suddenly becomes a connector between two shores; it 
becomes possible to go ‘over there’.’ 

These drawings are part of The 100 Day Project. in which 
Smith decided to use her huge library of photos as a resource 
for this series of ink drawings, all about 15 x 23cms. They are 
going to be exhibited in Margate in November 2019. 

#7 Dover, 2019 
Ink on watercolour paper 
15x23 (HXW) £500 for both 7  

Dunwich Beach, 2019 
Ink on watercolour paper 
15x23 (HXW) 

https://www.the100dayproject.org/


C H R I S  L E V I N E  
# 8

Chris Levine is a light artist who works across many mediums in 
pursuit of an expanded state of perception and awareness 
through image and form. Levine’s work considers light not just 
as a core aspect of art, but of human experience more widely 
and a spiritual, meditative and philosophical edge permeates 
his work. Levine is perhaps best known for producing what is 
already being described as one of the most iconic images of 
the twenty-first century, Lightness of Being. With light and 
stillness at its core, the sensational portrait of Her Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth II presents an utterly fresh depiction of the 
most famous woman in the world. The National Portrait Gallery 
stated it was the most evocative image of a royal by any artist. 

Levine’s status as one of the world’s leading light artists has led 
to a number of high profile cross media collaborations with 
Massive Attack, Hussein Chalayan, Antony and the Johnsons, 
Kate Moss, Grace Jones and Jon Hopkins and he has 
produced work for Chanel, BMW and Swarovski. He also 
completed another historic portrait to commemorate the Dalai 
Lama’s 80th birthday to raise funds for the victims of Nepal’s 
earthquake. He is only the second artist to take a formal 
portrait of His Holiness, the previous being Annie Leibovitz.



Exclusively for BLUE, the light artist Chris Levine has created a uniquely coloured ‘Blipvert’ which can only 
be seen with peripheral vision to be unveiled on 6th November. 

#8 LIGHT IS LOVE (BLUE) 
LED Blipvert with semi-silvered glass.  

775 x 775 x 300 mm Unique 
£27,500 + VAT 



C O R I N N E  
C O R B E T T-
T H O M P S O N  # 9

  
‘Passionate about protecting our seas and our total 

environment, my works are made from discarded non 
degradable plastics, in an attempt to create awareness of 

Time running out… Blue Marine Foundation is an incredible 
charity, and I am honoured to contribute to their cause.’ 

Corinne grew up in Spain and has spent a large part of her life 
travelling. Her experience of different cultures and landscapes 
has enlivened her sense of colour, shape and pattern.  

Her paintings, created in an act of automatic drawing, tend to 
follow a mood and evoke sensations with a particular desire to 
interpret the beauty and fragility of our planet. Through her art 
she wants to add her voice to the urgency of protecting our 
world. 
  
She paints by emptying her mind, trusting her subconscious will 
offer up its rich seam of landscape memories. The flow of the 
paint and the colours that she uses is instinctive and a painting 
emerges that gives her, and hopefully the viewer, beautiful, 
contemplative, meditative and calming moments. 
  

#9 ’Untitled’  
80 x 50 cm 

Mixed media                                       
£4,800



D A W N  D U D E K   
# 1 0

‘Our seas, oceans, lakes and rivers are great teachers. We 
look to them to lift our spirits and to challenge us to 

embrace being part of this blue planet. They teach us to 
dream and to respect that which we can not see or 

comprehend, they teach us that even in calm there is 
strength, that for every action there is a reaction and that 

change is a powerful force. And finally when we find 
ourselves on the shoreline gazing out over great waters 
they teach us yet another lesson, and perhaps the most 

precious of all; Hope.’ 

Dawn Dudek is represented by Agency Arts, Los Angeles, for 
fine art and illustration and is currently working on her project 
titled Distance + Displacement. This was developed while 
spending time painting in the boreal forests of Northwestern 
Ontario. 

In 2020 Dudek will be artist in residence at Fremantle Arts 
Centre, Western Australia for three months, and artist in 
residence at Sointula Art Shed in BC, Canada for one month.

#10 Frozen Lake  
Oil on canvas grain paper.  

(Canson Figueras, archival) 
 24 x 34 cm 

£500



‘Rise like the moon - 
You have the power of the tides  

in your fingertips’  

- Kristen Costello 

The artist Deborah Tarr lives and works in the village 
of Primrose Hill, London, with frequent trips to the 
Cornish coast. Loved on both sides of the Atlantic for 
her sumptuous, abstract oil paintings and 
assemblages, Tarr shuns any grandiose statements 
about her art. Her work, she insists, is nothing more 
than a response to the “quiet whisperings” she 
perceives in the “hum drum” of the every day. 

Born in Manchester (b, 1966), Tarr graduated from 
Winchester School of Art in 1988, and had her first 
show alongside Danny Rolph and David Atkins. Fellow 
painter, Vanessa Jackson RA, described her work as, 
‘Truly abstract paintings … that avoid any conceptual 
theory through their naturally exuberant but highly 
controlled expression.’ 

D E B O R A H  
TA R R  # 1 1

Next Page: 

Always where you are 
Oil on Canvas, 20x 20cm   
£6,200

#11 Oyster Beds 
Photographic ink on paper, 
mounted and framed 
Stamped numbered 1/10  
£1,600





D E D E  
J O H N S T O N  # 1 2

‘My aim in this larger body of work, entitled Cracks 
in the Ice, is to capture the majestic, yet ethereal 

beauty of the polar regions before the ice 
disappears. For me, icebergs, which are birthed into 

the ocean, represent natures’s most exquisite 
formations, unique in size, shape and colour.’  

Dede Johnston grew up in northern Vermont near the 
Canadian border where she developed her love for 
snow-laden alpine landscapes, which remain an 
important theme in her photographic work. 

Johnston’s work has appeared in several magazines 
and online publications, notably in LensCulture. One of 
her recent photographs was selected by Humble Arts 
Foundation for their online exhibition Winter Pictures 
and another image was used by Harpers Bazar as a 
cover photo for their Best Places to Ski supplement. 
In March 2018, Johnston’s photograph ‘Iceberg’ was 
selected by the New York Times to illustrate their 
article ‘23 Art Exhibitions to View in NYC this weekend’ 
as well as their piece ‘Art Treasures That Won’t Break 
the Bank’. 

#12 Iceberg, Greenland 2017, 
 110.5 x 161 cm including frame, 

£3,295



D O M I N I C  
B E AT T I E  # 1 3

‘I’m at the sea today, near Camber Sands. It’s wild  
and stormy.’ 

Dominic Beattie is an abstract artist and contemporary 
furniture designer from London. 
His work is fundamentally based around the modernist 
movement, his current output concerns the development 
of unique patterns. 
He has previously exhibited his work at The Saatchi 
Gallery, Fold Gallery, Warrington Museum and The 
Hospital Club amongst many other places. He is currently 
co-curating a show with Alice Wilson at JGM Gallery, 
Battersea.  

In 2015 he won the UK/Raine prize for painting at The 
Saatchi Gallery, and his work was recently featured in 
Ambit magazine issue 224.

#13 UNTITLED, 2019 
Ink and spray paint on wood. 
40 x 30cm 
£2,750



D O M I N I Q U E  
G E R O L I N I # 1 4

‘Les deux pieds ancrés dans le sable humide, le 
regarder, l’écouter. L’océan… et même s'il est trop 

tard, et même si la tache est immense, agir…’ 

Based in Plan de la Tour, France, Dominique is an abstract 
painter. Her geometric paintings call to mind some of the 
great abstract painters of the 20th century such as 
Mondrian or more recently Ellsworth Kelly, and yet her 
choice of paper as substrate engenders a softer, more 
nuanced approach to colour. Pigments are layered until 
saturation point, and form a part of the surface without 
concealing the paper’s texture and irregularities.  

Each work begins with automatic drawing, in a meditative 
state, with geometries or repeating patterns revealed in 
the free hand. Increasingly minimalist, her works test our 
understanding of proportion and balance, and ask 
whether it is intuitive or simply learnt. As such her works 
often emerge in pairs, establishing a dialogue of subtle 
harmonies that is emphatically contemporary.

#14 Untitled, 2018 
Acrylic on paper, 50 x 40 cm framed  

individually - sold as a pair  
£2,850  



X I E   
R O N G  # 1 5

‘I like to say, I am the daughter of the ocean,  I like to say that I grew up 
in the sea ... but that’s a lie, I can’t swim and I am terrified of water. I 

first saw the sea when I was 11 years old, my dad took me to Hainan, it 
was the only time I traveled with him. Growing up with my single mum, 
she described him as:” The sailor! He is drifting in the yellow river.” For 
many years this metaphor painted a vibrant and romantic image of my 

never-home father.  

However, in Hainan 1994, when I first saw that infinite ocean blue, he 
said, “Smell that, that’s air of freedom and opportunity!” We blew my 

mum’s hard-earned savings in three days. We stayed in a posh hotel with 
a path to our private beach. Every night we walked together, and he 

would point out all the prostitutes and name them, “Flamingo, peacock 
and snack.” He then laughed rudely and called them,“Cheap migrant 

workers”. But at midnight, he would sneak out and to be with one  
of them…’ 

The Chinese word ‘sea’ is constructed in three parts: water, human and 
mother. It’s a word about bodies: bodies of human, bodies of nature. Bodies 
of individuals and earth emotion. In performance, Xie Rong often invites 
viewers to participate, drawing strength from the audience’s emotional 
vulnerability and feelings of uneasiness, to complete the performance as a 
whole. Her emotions become entwined with that of the audience; she gets 
under your skin. 

A performance by Xie Rong for BLUE, CHINA SEA, is pending. 

#15 CHINA SEA 
A3 digital print on fine art paper,  
edition of 10  
£500 each 



E M I L I A  
S U N Y E R  # 1 6

‘Growing up in the Caribbean, the sea forms the backdrop of dreams, of 
romance, intoxication and beauty of youth; it is the source of wondrous feelings of 
happiness and fear. The ocean, as deep and mysterious as the universe. Persistent 

sound of waves crashing against the sand and the growling of pebbles being dragged 
back into its entrails, marine smells and salty skin. These are the primeval feelings and 

images of its power and presence. 

My relationship with the ocean is intense.In my work I try to evoke some of 
those personal feelings but I am also interested in the ocean as a rich source for social 

and spiritual metaphors. I am interested in portrayals of the ocean as a place of 
solitude and existential search, but also as the protagonist of human historic evolution, 

conquest, trade and cultural exchanges.  In recent years the portrayal of seas 
and oceans as the site for “Crossings” has become more relevant in my work, as the 
Mediterranean has become witness to the plight and tragedy of the Syrian refugees. 

I have also been working on a series of paintings called Plunges where the focus is 
underneath the water, capturing the moment when something or someone dives in 

and disappears from the frame of the paintings.  Images that conjure absence, the fear 
of darkness and the unknown underwater, but also the excitement of new beginnings: 

taking the plunge.’ 

Sunyer’s particular technique is one of ‘application’ and ‘transferral’ of colour and form, 
from the palette to the canvas. The viewer is immersed in large-scale atmospheric canvases 
and layers of movement, focus and blurring, inorganic and organic, light and dark, 
transparency and mystery. Her work invites the viewer to feel with a sense of foreboding or 
unease, and often they evoke a feeling of tranquility and peace. It is almost as if the artist 
has gone beyond representation, towards introspection and emotions. They connect with 
the universal nature of existence. 

Born in 1960 in Caracas, Venezuela, Sunyer lives and works in London, and is presented by 
Maddox Arts.  

#16 Flower 3 & Flower 2, 2013 
Acrylic on Paper 90 x 120cm                           

£4,800 each 



E M M A  L E V I N E  
# 1 7
‘I became interested in uncovering and exposing the elements that form the 

natural structures around us. Trees are essentially carbon, which has three states: 
super-hard diamond, amorphous and soft graphite. Coral normally comprises of 

calcium carbonate, one of nature’s most abundant raw materials. In essence 
these forms are the same, yet how they look all depends on what they are 
exposed to: air, water, or at some point both. So I’ve pressed charcoal into 

paper, and created what looks like calcium for corals. My images are slices of 
earth or ocean.’ 

With kind permission from Miranda Lowe and Vicky Paterson at the Natural History 
Museum (courtesy Gabriella Grafftey-Smith) Levine spent hours amongst the 
collected coral specimens, studying their intricate patterns, willowy branches and 
lissom forms. Coral reefs are a compound of the living and the dead where the past 
and the present co-exist in a repeating pattern of skeletal structures. There are over 
2,500 coral species, about half of which are hard corals that build reefs, and 
approximately 1,500 soft corals with flexible skeletons, which bow and twist with the 
currents. For this living pillar, colour plays a vital role as hatched baby coral favour 
the light white and pink hues of a healthy coral bed to reattach.  

Levine’s collections are a sensitive and thoughtful illustration of the many unique 
aspects of coral. Her intuitive sense of colour is balanced against what she feels in 
response to these forms, whilst the procedural act of layering and attaching each cut-
out reflects the structural integrity of her subject, just as a hatched coral would 
choose to attach. These pieces begin with photographic research, which Levine then 
digitally reduces to its essential form and transfers this onto archival Somerset paper 
hand bound with silk. The subject is then laser cut and hand finished with etymology 
pins. Levine is preserving the essence of things, and reminds us how fragile and 
fleeting our connection with natural beauty has become. 

#17 Depth, 2016  
Silk, paper, acrylic, pigment, pins  
94 x 78 cm.  
£5,850 



E M M A  W I T T E R    
# 1 8
The eternal truth of entropy is the guiding light of British artist Emma 
Witter’s work. She utilises intricate bone structures to create fragile, 
flower-patterned forms, forming deeply beautiful memento mori, 
where the depths of our bodies are celebrated rather than mourned. 
The bones are blanched, dead and free of colour, yet they are also of 
time and still change; they degrade and fall apart. 

For the past three years Witter has explored the use of bone in varying 
forms, her meticulous process along with the stark bleached whiteness 
of the material results in objects that are hauntingly beautiful and 
surprisingly gentle.  

The artist began recycling bones from her own consumption and that 
of friends, going on to source from chefs, butchers and by combing 
the shores of the River Thames. Her process is labor intensive as she 
boils, cleans, bleaches, dries, and then categorises the bones by hand, 
forming a ritualistic part of her practice.  

Witter draws parallels with the art historical term memento mori, 
translating to ‘remember you must die’, explored by artists through 

the ages and particularly prevalent in 16th and 17th century Dutch and 
Flemish art. It was common for artists from this period to use the skull 
as a recurring motif, often juxtaposed with flowers and/or fruit in its 
various stages of decay. Witter plays with this idea in her bone vase 
works where she uses pig shin bones as empty vessels which hold 
dying flowers, referencing the fragility of life.  

#18 Bloom 2.1                
Bones, Brass, Wooden Tables  

50 x 25  x 21   
£3,500 



G I N N Y  PAV R Y  # 1 9

‘As a child, before I began to paint, I would always tint my water blue 
so it would look like the sea or an aquarium. The sea and its myriad 
creatures have continued to be central to my practice. I live on the 

most south-westerly tip of Ireland with sea on three sides of my studio 
and have witnessed the effects climate change, pollution and fishing 

have brought to our oceans first hand.  So many creatures are 
depending on us to change how we live and behave so that they may 

continue to inhabit our wondrous oceans for the generations to come.’ 

Irish-based artist Ginny Pavry describes her process as a form of “deep 
mapping.” Anthropological and penetrating, she is seeking beneath the 

surface of things (waves, sand, earth) uncovering lost histories. “I am 
particularly interested in the previous life of objects… how they have come 

to be there, weathered and aged… what remains of them and the space 

they continue to occupy after their useful life is over.” Found objects are 
given new meaning in her imagined narrative, one that runs like an 

undercurrent through each collection. She absorbs these objects into the 
stream through a variety of mediums from early photography processes 

such as cyanotype, to drawing, monoprint, watercolour and oils. What 
emerges as another layer  - a new surface to read - of the place in which 

they were found. 

#19 Rivulet  
Cyanotype on paper 

28 cm wide by 34 cm framed 
£1,200



H A M I S H  
M A C K I E  # 2 0
Hamish manages to convey the inner core, strength and grace of 
his subject. Largely self-taught, his style is unique – he frequently 
works in spontaneous, often unrepeatable, fluid gestures with a 
confidence born from many years of mastering his craft. This 
assertive handling of his materials, coupled with an acute 
understanding of anatomy, results in strong, dynamic, ‘living’ 
sculptures. 

This sculpture is Hamish's interpretation of a Jurassic ammonite 
fossil. The spiral shape of the fossilised shell is horn-like, and the 
term ammonite refers to the Egyptian god Ammon who wore 
the coiled horns of a ram. Mankind has always had a fascination 
with the past. One can imagine early man might have stared with 
the same awe at these fossils, hundreds of millions of years old - 
one of the first forms of art appreciation. Hamish wanted to 
create a contemporary sculpture that also conveys a sense of the 
timeless beauty of these fossils. Hamish has used a number of 
techniques to produce both form and texture. The cracks look 
random, but in fact have been carefully controlled by the 
construction of the armature. After sculpting in clay, Hamish then 
used a gas torch to burn the surface at high temperature. The 
result is the cracking, which contrasts with the geometrically 
precise tight ribs of the fossil. 

#20 Ammonite Jurassic Cracked, 2018 
 Stainless Steel, Numbered Edition of 9, 

 Unmounted 85cm long x 100cm high x 26cm wide  
£33,000 Including VAT 



H E L E N  B A R F F  
# 2 1

‘It’s a cast of the inside of section of my daughter’s old swimming 
costume (one of those sun protecting kids ones with a zip up the 

back). The colour is inspired by the sea around Worthing pier - the 
number in the title is the grid reference for Worthing pier. I have 
been working down there on my Memory of Clothes project for 
the last couple of years and at high tide the sea there is always a 

beautiful pale green. Can you spot the dolphin that amazingly 
transferred from the swimming costume?’ 

Helen Barff is looking for the imprint of memory on things, the contact 
point between skin and object, the rub. Her process might be likened 
to three dimensional photography, because her works stand outside 
the flow of bodies in time, and capture the space they once occupied. 
Working with found objects, in particular women’s clothing, and 
materials such as felt, plaster, concrete, rubber or photographic 
surfaces, she uses a host of processes that capture space or surface. 
These include wrapping (using felt), or filling and casting (with plaster, 
concrete) or other interventions like photograms. “I am interested in 
how materials are shaped by temporality, or how memory becomes 
embedded in matter.” 

 #21 ’Sea Green TQ1500018’, 2019, 
jesmonite, 19 x 16 x 16 cm  

£1,850



H E L E N  
L I N D O N # 2 2

Drowned World manifesto  
‘It was a revelation in 1968 to see for the first time ’Earthrise’, the breathtaking picture 
from space of our beautiful blue planet. That image changed our vision of the world - it 

showed us our home as a whole living organism.  
Since the 1970s I have been a part of the green movement and over the last ten years my 
art practice has been to make a body of work about climate change and sea level rise. The 

scientific facts are so many, so difficult to comprehend, are so changeable and so 
frightening that they seem too big to absorb, so I strive to embody them experientially, as 
if like Turner, I were strapped to the mast of a ship sailing into the apocalypse. Sublimity is 

reunion with the spiritual self through the contemplation of nature - through making my 
work I endeavour to make visual the effects on us of future climate change.  

Over sustained periods of time I make large-scale, abstract paintings on paper from the 
humble materials of sea water, rain and carbon, the essential elements of climate change. 

While using delicate pen marks in this laborious and contemplative task, I imagine myself as 
an infinitesimal part of the infinite universe, my work critiques contemporary human 

subjectivity, our solipsism, our assumed dominion over the natural world.  
The work embodies the idea of a liminal space in which civilisation recedes and existence 

becomes dominated and defined by the environment. Like Japanese paintings of tsunami, 
my work formalises and interprets the vast catastrophe of sea level rise. My aim is to 
present beautiful work, drawing in the viewer to enjoy it, but also to provoke serious 

thought and an emotional response and create an energy for action to prevent the collapse 
of our ecosystems and to mitigate climate chaos. This work is a place to stop and think.  

My series of paintings is called Drowned World, referencing JG Ballard’s prophetic, brilliant, 
post apocalyptic novel, ’The Drowned World’, written in 1962 and set in 2145 about living 

with global warming.  
The films mark with a sombre beat the inevitable journey towards the unknown.  

We have woken the giants at the poles, they are melting and are irrevocably changing the 
world we inhabit. Over the next decades humans will have to find ways of living with sea 
level rise and my work over the last ten years has been to persuade people that it is real 

and that we are facing an unknowable future.’  

#22 DROWNED WORLD 19/1 
Carbon, rainwater, paper 
53cm x 38cm framed 
£500 

DROWNED WORLD 19/2 
Carbon, rainwater, paper 
53cm x 38cm framed 
£500



J O A N N A  
J O N E S  # 2 3
‘The sea has played a key role in my life from childhood, when I 

spent hours in the sea in the south of France – I was buoyant 
with goggles, snorkel and frog feet, and could see everything 

clearly. I became part of a world of underwater plants, fish, dark 
caverns, luminous colours and forms where the sun broke 

through. I could affect this life: I could create waves, darken an 
area with my own shadow, and intersperse collections of tiny 

fish and move fast if Portuguese Man of War jellyfish 
appeared. That experience of belonging, being part of that sea 
world as a child, has wound its way into my practice, and into 

the interconnectedness and interdependence I feel with the sea 
and humanities existence.’   

Joanna Jones lives and works in Dover where she co-founded 
Dover Arts Development with Clare Smith in 2006. Her practice 
over several decades has straddled painting and performance. 
Interested in the inter-connectedness of things, thoughts and 
encounters, she has developed a performative process that 
positions her body as an agency of a particular kind of knowing, 
taking her painting practice into the territory of an event – a 
constellation of elements that make something happen: ‘The 
consistency of the paint, my choice of colour, what concerns my 
mind, what vibrates through my body, what rings in my ears. It is 
said that we are not defined by the margins of our body but by the 
vastness of our soul.’

#23 Sea Body 1  
38x48 cm Egg Tempera on canvas 2019  
£2,400  
 
Sea Body 2  
38x48 cm Egg Tempera on canvas 2019  
£2,400



K AT H A R I N E  
B E A U G I E # 2 4
"Water is the element I associate with most. I am happiest 

when weightless, quiet, flying and free under the surface of 
the sea.  

I live in an acceptance of what is and try to portray the 
beauty and magnificence of the natural phenomena of 
water and light in my artwork, to hopefully inspire an 
increased understanding and respect of nature. Where 

there is darkness, there will always be light. Balance is the 
answer." 

Katharine Beaugié is a light artist, in the sense that she captures or 
manipulates light sources to create her images. Working mostly in 
monochrome, with the exception of gold leaf used for its reflective 
qualities, Katharine has developed an ongoing series of alternative 
photographic artworks.The emphasis is less about the image, 
more about the process of making the image using direct light to 
provide a form of truth. Light reacts with the silver gelatin of 
photographic film/ paper to make it black, so many of her works 
are in the negative. This process reverberates with her Taoist 
philosophy, where light equals dark; all things are in balance.For 
BLUE, Katharine has unusually used a camera; a medium format 
camera and transparent film. The image is therefore seen in the 
negative, provoking a strange and unsettling sensation. 

#25 DARK | Above 2019 
30.25cms x 30.25cms  

C-Type print from medium format 
transparency, mounted with 

Diasec gloss acrylic and 
aluminium, series of 6  

£750 



K A T H A R I N E  
E A R L E # 2 5

‘“On the high seas. Any news from the High Seas?”  These have been 
familiar words since childhood and my relationship with the notion of the 
high seas has been a part of my life. 

At the mercy of the weather and currents, the rhythm of life on board is 
concerned only with the present, where the survival of the ship and all 
souls is paramount in this sublime but hostile environment. All other 
worldly clamours fall away. 

On a recent visit to Alan Toms’ shipyard in Polruan, the west country 
trading ketch, Bessie Ellen, is up the slip for maintenance and annual 
survey.  I marvel at the design, a mix of elegance and practical form that 
creates this vessel so well adapted for this environment. 

In these works, colour fields are interrupted by the hard edge of used 
sail cloth.  The form and simplicity of these elements transmit a strong 
image of life under sail upon the ocean wave.  Reflecting the singleness 
of material against the vast expanse of ocean and sky, a visual extract of 
my own experience on the high seas.’ 

Katharine’s work takes many forms, from drawing and charcoal lines, to large 
expanses of analogous colour, leaving the traces of the performative gesture 
that transmits the mood and atmosphere of the artwork. She works with a 
mix of materials and mediums. The medium she uses is picked for its tactile 
as well as aesthetic qualities. Revelling in colour and textures, she allows the 
materials to dictate direction of each composition. Katharine is concerned 
with the atmosphere and soul of place, the intertwining of external and 
internal influences, layers of narrative and suggestion of feeling. 

Katharine Earle is an abstract artist, currently working in Cornwall. 

#25 High Seas II (detail of) 
Acrylic, decommissioned sail canvas, 
natural pigment 
80cm x 60cm 
£1,250 



KOEN VANMECHELEN

Title: Bijou

Dimensions:

Materials: Marble (White Onyx), Pietra Sarena Grey

41 x 23 x 17 cm

2017Year:

25 000 euroPrice:

K O E N  
VA N M E C H E L E N  
# 2 6

‘Glass seems to elevate everything from the 
ordinary to the sublime, and brings our mind into 
focus as to the true essence of things. It magnifies 
what you are looking at, but only shows itself fully 

when it slips out of your hands. It is like water.’ 

Koen Vanmechelen (born August 26, 1965 in Sint-Truiden) 
is a Belgian internationally acclaimed multi- and 
transdisciplinary artist who began his career in the early 
1990s. He is one of the most prolific and prominent 
contemporary artists in Belgium. His ground-breaking 
work deals with biocultural diversity and identity. Central 
to his oeuvre is the chicken, which, through his projects, is 
revealed as both an artwork and a metaphor for society. 
By bringing together and exploring the interplay between 
art, science and philosophy in his work, Vanmechelen 
reflects upon our global heritage and examines the way 
that we choose to live and evolve. Multi-disciplinary 
scientific collaborations and community engagement are 
integral to Vanmechelen’s approach.

# 2 6  B I J O U  
M A R B L E  ( W H I T E  O N Y X ) ,  P I E T R A  

S A R E N A  G R E Y   
4 1  X  2 3  X  1 7  C M  

£ 2 5 , 0 0 0

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sint-Truiden
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hybrid_arts
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biocultural_diversity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chicken


L A R A  
FA R O Q H I  # 2 7

‘The work depicts the movement of the sea which can´t be 
grasped easily. Is water comprehended as a form in the individual 
drops of water that gush up when a wave collapses? Or through 
its colour, reflecting the sky, which sometimes is blue? Or is the 

ocean described through everything that lives within it, small and 
big creatures alike, which exist within the vast depth that it can 

reach just like a mountain can reach out into the sky? 

The drawing consists of three small papers overlapping each 
other thus creating a new space, both as an image and as an 
object hinting at the oceans´ depth. Yet the shown balance is 

disrupted, the straight edges of the paper are man´s contribution 
to this world, they don´t exist in nature and especially not in the 

sea, which makes every edge round after some time.’ 

Berlin-based artist Lara Faroqhi explores space through forms 
that may be geometrical or organic, logically or naturally 
produced. Using repetitions, accidents and overlapping, 
structures are interwoven, disrupted and multi-layered. 
Internationally collected, her work is held in numerous important 
collections. 

#27 Mapping the Waves, 2015  
20 cm x 14 cm / 24,5 x 20,5 framed 
three parts / oil, silk screen print on paper  
£ 580



L O R E D A N A  
N E M E S  # 2 8

‘They sail in front of heaven’s grey. Too far, their piercing cries can’t reach 
the earth. Dark, the water, smoothed down. Cold silence weighs on 
forenoon. Bread is thrown from the bridge. The birds flow into each other. Then 
they fall. Silver-spiky seagull-rain threshes through the water. Bodies with five 
alar blades. Rotors with torn-open beaks. The sea-skin turns around. Greed 
saturates while hunger grows.’ - Artist and poet Jacqueline Majumder

GREED #02, 2014  
silver gelatine print mounted on aluminium dibond 
verso signed,dated and framed                              
edition 4/7, 58 x 46 cm                      
£3,600

GREED #03, 2014 
silver gelatine print mounted on aluminium dibond 
verso signed,dated and framed  
edition 4/7, 58 x 46 cm 
£3,600

GREED #07, 2014 
silver gelatine print mounted on aluminium dibond 
verso signed,dated and framed           
1 / 2 a. p., 58 x 46 cm 
£5,500



N A N C Y  
C A D O G A N  # 2 9

‘The sea is magic, full of stories and adventures and is 
bigger and stronger than us. It is both to be feared 
and adored. But mostly, it needs to be looked after.’ 

Nancy Cadogan (born in 1979) is a British figurative 
painter living the UK. She has just had two solo shows 
at Saatchi Gallery, “Mind Zero” and “Footnotes” which 
saw her progress from the the literal to the imagined. 
Best known for her landscapes, her large and medium 
scale oil paintings from this series, tend to depict the 
life interior, both figuratively and symbolically. ‘So much 
of painting is prefaced with thinking,’ says Nancy, 
‘letting the mind wander over things, and yet you 
cannot control what you return to, what your eye is 
drawn to, or what your unconscious offers up.’ 

In 2008, she was named  as one of the top 20 New 
British Artists’ by Tatler magazine. Her work is housed in 
numerous collections both private and public, including 
the Ned permanent collection ‘the Vault 100’. 

#29 Under the Leaves III, 2019 
92 x 77 cm, 36 x 30 in 

£9,000



P H I L L I P  H U N T  
# 3 0

The artist Phillip Hunt lives in a tiny coastal fishing village, just before 
the lip of Provincetown, in Cape Cod. Abrupt and constantly 
evolving, the geological contours of this coastline give form to Hunt’s 
sense of place as something we perceive emotionally. Painting 
through the winter season, working with oils on canvas, he produces 
one monumental work a year. Originally from South Africa, Phillip 
finds the wild coast of Cape Cod a ballast to his work, “It is possible 
to take walks that shift from dense forest to lunar like dunes within 
minutes. This is emotional space. Especially in winter. In painting I 
like the idea of disappearing into an image or emotion. The 
landscape here can be very much like that.” 

These works are lonely and majestic, picking up the thread of 
Abstract Expressionists like Clyfford Still who struck out west and 
made works that by inflection speak to our human struggle with 
society, nature and time. Hunt’s paintings anchor us in the moment; 
rich swathes of colour draw us into deep pools of reflection; we 
surrender our imaginations before monolithic shapes that encircle the 
horizon. They leave an imprint of place, but also invite us to imagine 
what it means to disappear.

 #30  Untitled #3, 2011 
Oil on canvas 78 x 84 inches                    

£21,000  





R E N E L I O  
M A R I N  # 3 1

‘The summers of my childhood from five to 15 years old were spent in the 
coastal town of Habana del Este. Those were the 1970s of my childhood after 
living in the countries of East Europe with my parents who were stationed at 

the Cuban embassies there. I have no memories of my life before living in 
Europe. I remember the long white and grey winters in Warsaw, Prague and 

Moscow. Discovering the rocky coast of Havana and the beaches of Santa Maria 
del Mar and Guanabo was akin to discovering the new world by the 

conquistadores.  

Initiation to the sea in Cuba for a child went to different stages: You first play in 
very shallow waters and discover the tiny crabs and little fishes that live among 
green algae and rocks. Around eight years old you venture into slightly deeper 
waters. At 11 years old my older cousin grabbed me by the arm and pushed me 
away into the open sea and let go of me while yelling “swim, swim or you die!” 

That’s how I learnt to swim.  

Later my father bought me a snorkel, diving apparel and a fishing harpoon 
weapon. I saw the abundant fauna and flora living just a few feet from the 

shore of Havana. Multi-coloured fish such as yellow tails, red snappers, parrot 
fishes and the dangerous barracuda. Diving with mask and snorkel I discovered 

a life that has had a profound impact in my memories and in my life forever.  

The painting Whales and Sharks is in one layer an evocation of the memories of 
my childhood by the sea. In another layer this painting is a commentary on the 

forces that govern contemporary life.’  

 
Born in Havana and now living in New York, Renelio Marin’s work reflects his bi-
cultural perspective, split between two main trains of thought. The first is based on 
spontaneous drawing, depicting conflicts in cultural adaptation; the other expresses 
the influence of Western culture on different political systems.   

# 3 1  W H A L E S  A N D  S H A R K S   
Acrylic and oil on canvas, 72 x 92 inches 

£18,500 



S I M O N  
A L L I S O N # 3 2

‘Born, breathe, ocean, live, Kaikoura, New Zealand, edge of the Pacific, 
relentless power, endless calm, source of all permanence, driver of souls, cycle 

of life. Breathe.’ 

Allison, who splits his practice between Oxfordshire, UK, and Nelson, New 
Zealand recently experienced the devastation of wild fires which surrounded his 
studio on the other side of the world. Currently showing in both countries, this 
series of works has been created under the title Metousiosis. Unlike a 
metamorphosis, which points to a change of materials, these works are about 
the bones of things, their ousia (οὐσία, "essence, inner reality”). They speak of 
hidden forces that remain long after we are gone, and shape things to come.  

His Sprite series conceal branches beneath layers of paint and quicksilver - 
fallen limbs carried by wind and rain into the river and down to the sea where 
they drift, tumble and turn in the waves. Eventually, they are returned to the 
beach - petrified of life - strewn like debris. To Allison, these beautiful bare 
limbs are like gifts, waiting to be collected. “Carried across time, they are a 
perfect metaphor for the cycle of life,” says Allison, and as such deserve to be 
adorned, and cherished. Painstakingly wrapped in a fine sheet of aluminium 
and burnished to quicksilver, they have a magical, otherworldly aspect.  

His works draw our attention to natural and discarded resources as something 
to be be cherished, in particular trees. Allison’s reference to Ariel, subtly 
underlines the fact that unless society experiences a profound sea change, this 
might be humanity’s last act. 

#32 SPRITE XII, 2018  
Wood, Burnished Aluminium & Paint 
160 x 25 x 35 cm                                                
£3,650



S U Z E T T E  
B R O S S  # 3 3

‘My memories ebb and flow depending on the day, on the 
face, on the weather. A pool, a wave, a river – images rush 
towards me, overwhelm me and carry me down into the 
deep pools and recesses of my mind. Other times the 
images swirl quickly and lightly or lazily curl around me, 
making me smile while seeping into other thoughts. 
Without water we are nothing.’ 

Suzette Bross is a photographer who has exhibited her works 
nationally and internationally. Her work is part of permanent 
collections with The Art Institute of Chicago, The New Britain 
Museum of American Art, The Cleveland Museum of Art, 
Museum of Contemporary Photography, and The Mary & 
Leigh Block Museum of Art. Bross has exhibited with The 
Cape Cod Museum of Art in Dennis, MA, Geary 
Contemporary in New York, EXPO Chicago, Chicago Artists 
Coalition and more. She was part of the inaugural group 
exhibition for Chicago Google Artist Initiative. Bross lives and 
works in Chicago, Illinois where she is the Founder and 
Executive Director of the non-profit arts organization, CPS 
Lives.  

#33 Memories of Water 
21x 6 Rolled up. The roll can be unrolled up to 100ft. 

£6,000



VA N E S S A  
K Ö N I G  # 3 4

‘The time when jellyfish rule is not far away, it could be in your 
lifetime, or your children’s lifetime.  The climate and chemistry 
of the ocean is becoming like the Ediacaran ocean 565 million 

years ago, when jellies ruled the oceans for more than 100 
million years: the top predators. We need to urgently stop 

overfishing, polluting and more, once we tip the ecosystem into 
one controlled by jellyfish, they will become the “new normal” 

and one that will quite likely be impossible to change.  
This will be devastating for our oceans and sea life. We need  

to act now.’ 

Illustrator and colour specialist Vanessa Konig explores the theme 
of high seas from the perspective of nostalgia and potential: of how 
things once looked, but also how they might be. Vanessa can also 
be commissioned, often to draw interiors of existing rooms, 
capturing the feel of a much-loved space for posterity. Illustrations 
incorporate the things that make that room so special - family 
heirlooms, faded fabrics, even a favourite pet - memories that give 
spaces meaning. 

#34 Jellyfish Bloom I 
Pen and watercolour on paper 

35 x 45 cm (framed in white) 
£575



‘Using my skill set as a fashion photographer, I felt compelled to create a body of work that might inspire people to take 
action with regards to their personal consumption… I wanted to try and do a beautiful take on a dirty subject and tackle 
it from a different perspective. In some of the images, the plastic items almost take on the form of the animals they are 

replacing if we do not make a change: the plastic cutlery looks like a shoal of sardines… As human beings we are 
incredibly resourceful, and if we all get together and do our bit, I know we can make the positive changes that are 

needed to find solutions to this growing problem.’ Elisabeth Hoff, Photographer and Director

ELISABETH 
HOFF

ELISABETH HOFF, ‘Fish’



A N D R E A  H A M I LT O N

Known as BLUE, this UK registered charity was set up in 2010 by some of the 
team behind the award-winning documentary film ‘The End of the Line’. 

BLUE is dedicated to creating marine reserves and establishing sustainable 
models of fishing. Its mission is to campaign against over-fishing and for the 

effective protection of 30% of the world’s oceans by 2030. 

To reserve any of these works, please contact: 
Poppy Wetherill 

poppy@bluemarinefoundation.com 
02078455848 

mailto:poppy@bluemarinefoundation.com

